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Started back in 2005 in Morganville New Jersey, Globalnest LLC was an organization founded by
two IT professionals. They had a vision to grow, expand services beyond SAP Support Kolkata  and
reach out to more people, more businesses. The company took baby steps and gradually moved on
to Staffing and IT services, partnering with Cloud Computing companies. It even grew out of its
territory positioning two more corporate offices in Kolkata and Hyderabad.

Our team has extensive experience in installation and implementations. Starting with the earlier
versions of SAP all the way to the latest versions, we have done it all. Using our past experiences
and the best practices from SAP, we make sure that your team gets the application delivered on
time and in budget.

Globalnest offers Onsite & Remote SAP Basis services to allow you to receive comprehensive
maintenance and on-demand support from our highly experienced SAP consultants.

The Basis administration support services offer all the support of the technical help desk in addition
to daily remote monitoring and periodic and on-demand tasks. This service is a cost effective
opportunity for your company to utilize the extensive knowledge of our consulting team without
sacrificing quality

Specializing in SAP BASIS:

We specialize in SAP BASIS and offer services throughout the entire SAP Technical Life Cycle
either with personnel onsite, to supplement the client's support team, or remotely to best match the
clientâ€™s needs. We assist with pre-installation planning, HW-sizing, and provide advice for the overall
SAP architecture before implementing SAP. After Go-Live we offer ongoing production support in all
areas of administration, monitoring, tuning and capacity planning.

Year 2012- and we continue our journey with more customers, more employees and greater
success!

Wondered, why not make ourselves visible on the web and start sharing our stories, our updates
with you all. Why not blog? Thatâ€™s how we decided to use up a little space on the World Wide Web
and talk- with you!

Cheers!
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